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Abstract—Over the past few years, a lot of research has been conducted to bring Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) into various areas of Air Traffic Control (ATC), such as air traffic control simulation and training, monitoring live operators for with the aim of safety improvements, air traffic controller workload measurement and conducting analysis on large quantities controller-pilot speech. Due to the high accuracy requirements of the ATC context and its unique challenges, automatic speech recognition has not been widely adopted in this field. With the aim of providing a good starting point for researchers who are interested bringing automatic speech recognition into ATC, this paper gives an overview of possibilities and challenges of applying automatic speech recognition in air traffic control. To provide this overview, we present an updated literature review of speech recognition technologies in general, as well as specific approaches relevant to the ATC context. Based on this literature review, criteria for selecting speech recognition approaches for the ATC domain are presented, and remaining challenges and possible solutions are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

STEADILY increasing levels of air traffic world wide poses corresponding capacity challenges for air traffic control services. According to the “Outlook for Air Transport to the Year 2025” report of International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) [55], passenger traffic on the major international routes is expected to grow about 3 to 6 percent each year through to the year 2025. Thus, ATC operations has to investigate, review and improve in order to be able to meet with the increasing demands [9]. In ATC operations, communication between controllers and pilots is one of the key components. The quality of this communication significantly affects the performance as well as the safety of ATC operations.

Integration of automatic speech recognition (ASR) technologies in the ATC domain has been investigated in order to improve the performance of controller-pilot communications and to increase the automation of ATC systems. The introduction of automatic speech recognition to ATC and the steadily improvement in accuracy and performance of ASR technologies have opened many potential opportunities to investigate, review and improve ATC operations. For example, facilitating applications such as simulating the work environment of controllers for testing and training, controller workload measurement and balancing, assistant systems that support controllers in operational environment by catching potential dangerous situations that might be missed by the controllers, and providing suggestions as well as safety information to the operators.

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology, which is capable of translating human speech into sequences of words, has advanced significantly over the past decades. By 2015, ASR technologies has been successfully used in many applications like dictation, command and control, voice user interfaces such as voice dialing or call routing, medical applications, personal assistants on mobile phones, home automation, and automatic voice translation into foreign languages [52].

However, integrating ASR technologies into the ATC domain comes with many challenges such as call sign detection, poor input signal quality, the problem of ambiguity and the use of non-standard phraseology which dramatically reduce the recognition rate and the performance of speech recognition systems. Although the integration of ASR technologies into the ATC domain was introduced in the early 90s (or earlier) [30], it still has not been able to provide acceptable results in terms of recognition rate and overall performance.

With the aim of providing a comprehensive overview of current state-of-the-art speech recognition technologies, challenges as well as possibilities for applying ASR in the ATC domain, we have conducted a thorough literature review. Based on the literature we identify five major existing challenges which make the integration of ASR technologies to the ATC domain difficult, and suggest possible approaches to address the challenges and improve the recognition rate of ASR systems in the ATC domain. Criteria for selecting ASR systems which well suited for use in ATC domain were also identified. The main contribution of this paper is to provide a fundamental starting point for researchers who are interested in integrating ASR systems in the ATC domain for both operational and simulation environments.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the methodology for conducting the literature review, before we present general introduction to automatic speech recognition, classification of ASR approaches as well as history of the field in section III. In Section IV we presents a brief introduction to air traffic control, possible applications of ASR in the ATC domain, criteria for selecting ASR approaches for the ATC domain, and an extended literature review of ASR research relevant to ATC. Finally, in Section V and Section
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VI we identify remaining challenges for ASR in ATC, discuss possible solutions to these challenges, and conclude the paper with a summary and outlook for this field.

II. METHODOLOGY

The literature review was conducted using the following keyword phrases: “Speech Recognition in Air Traffic Control OR Voice Recognition in Air Traffic Control”, “Speech Command Recognition OR Voice Command Recognition”, and “Medium Vocabulary AND Continuous Speech Recognition AND Speaker Independent”. Searches were performed in ACM Digital Library, IEEE Explore Digital Library, Google Scholar and Google Search. From the search results we identified and reviewed 60 papers that focus on speech command recognition systems, the use of medium sized vocabularies, continuous speech, and speaker independent recognition, as well as speech recognition specifically in the context of air traffic control.

The purpose of including the last keyword phrase “Medium Vocabulary AND Continuous Speech Recognition AND Speaker Independent” is to capture articles about speech recognition techniques well suited for use in air traffic control (See Section IV for more details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword Phrase</th>
<th>Search Engine</th>
<th>ACM</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
<th>Google Scholar</th>
<th>Google</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Phrase 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Phrase 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword Phrase 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature review provides background for identification of suitable speech recognition systems for air traffic control, as well as a discussion of remaining challenges and possible solutions for these types of applications.

III. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION (ASR)

Speech recognition is the process of converting a speech signal into a sequence of words. It also called Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) or Speech-to-Text (STT). In recent years, the technology and performance of speech recognition systems have been improving steadily. This has resulted in their successful use in many application areas such as in-car systems or environment in which users are busy with their hands (e.g., “voice user interfaces”) [34], hospital-based healthcare applications (e.g., systems for dictation into patient records, speech-based interactive voice response systems, systems to control medical equipment and language interpretation systems) [15], home automation (e.g., voice command recognition systems) [1], speech-to-text processing (e.g., word processors or emails), and personal assistants on mobile phones (e.g., Apple’s Siri on iOS, Microsoft’s Cortana on Window Phone, Google Now on Android). Speech recognition has also been widely used in air traffic control for many applications such as air traffic controllers’ work load measurement [10], speech interface for air traffic control terminals [20], automated analysis and transcription of ATC voice communications [9], replacing the “pseudo-pilot” in air traffic control simulation and training by “automated pilot” which can recognize and understand the controller’s speech using speech recognition modules [45].

A. Modules of Speech Recognition Systems

The general speech recognition approach can be described in two steps. 1) Given an acoustic observation, identify a feature vector sequence \( X = X_1, X_2, ..., X_n \) using a feature extraction module. 2) Given this vector, find the corresponding word sequence \( W = W_1, W_2, ..., W_n \) that has the maximum posterior probability \( P(W | X) \) [35], expressed using Bayes theorem in (1).

\[
W = \arg\max_w P(W | X) = \arg\max_w \frac{P(W) P(X | W)}{P(X)} \quad (1)
\]

Fig. 1 shows the general structure of a speech recognition system. The system consist of six main modules: Speech Signal Acquisition, Feature Extraction, Acoustic Modeling, Language Modeling, Lexical Modeling, and Recognition.

1. Signal Acquisition: The signal acquisition module is responsible for obtaining the speech signal to be analyzed, for example by using microphones.
2. Feature Extraction: The feature extraction module is responsible for converting the speech signal into a feature vector. The performance of the ASR system depends heavily on this process. There are many feature extraction techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), Autocorrelation Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (AMFCCs), Relative Autocorrelation Sequence (RAS), and Perceptual Linear Predictive Analysis (PLP) [23, 28, 57]. Studies have shown that Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) are techniques extensively used in speech recognition [52].
3. Acoustic Models: The acoustic model plays a critical role in improving accuracy of the ASR system by linking the input features with the expected phonetics of the hypothesis sentence [28] [35]. In (1), \( P(X | W) \) represents the acoustic model, which is is the probability of acoustic observation of \( X \) when the word \( W \) is uttered.
4. Language Models: The main task of a language model is detecting connections between the words in a sentence with the help of lexical models. ASR systems usually use an n-gram language model to provide context for distinguishing words and phrases that sound similar. The use of a language model not only makes speech recognition more accurate but also helps to reduce the search space for recognition [35]. In (1), $P(W)$ represents the language model, which is the probability of word $W$ uttered.

5. Lexical Models: A lexical model is also known as a pronunciation dictionary. It is developed to provide pronunciations of words in a given language. The lexical model links the acoustic-level representation with the word sequence which is output by the speech recognizer [7].

6. Recognition: The recognition module takes input from the feature extraction module and then uses acoustic models, language models and lexical models to recognize which words were spoken.

B. Classification of Speech Recognition Systems

Speech recognition systems can be classified by type of speech utterance, type of speaker model and type of vocabulary that the systems can recognize [52].

1. Types of Speech Utterance: In ASR, an utterance is the smallest unit of speech and it is the sound of a word or set of words. Types of utterance can be classified into four classes as follows:

- Isolated Words - according to Radha et al., “isolated word recognizers usually require each utterance to have quiet on both sides of the sample window. It doesn’t mean that it accepts single words, but does require a single utterance at a time” [52]. It is also known as “Isolated Utterance”. This type of speech recognizer is comparatively simple and easy to develop because word boundaries are obvious.
- Connected Words - connected word recognizers are quite similar to isolated word recognizers, but require smaller pauses between utterances. It also known as “connected utterances”.
- Continuous Speech - continuous speech recognizers require special techniques for determining utterance boundaries, and allow speakers to speak almost naturally [52]. Although this kind of system is very difficult to develop, it has been widely used in many applications because of its flexibility.
- Spontaneous Speech - spontaneous speech recognizers are capable of recognizing unrehearsed speech, words being run together, “ums” and “ahs”, and even slight stutters [52]. Because of the large linguistic variation of spontaneous speech, recognition is extremely difficult. However, it has been shown that acoustic and language models with very large training data sets are able to overcome the problem of variation to some degree. This has resulted in increased recognition rates in spontaneous speech recognition systems [22].

Speech recognition systems for isolated words and connected words are considered relatively easy to develop because word boundaries are easy to find and the pronunciation of a word tends not to affect others. In contrast, continuous speech and spontaneous speech is more difficult to handle for a number of reasons. Challenging aspects of this type of ASR includes word boundary detection, the problem of coarticulation, and varying speech rates.

2. Types of Speaker Models: Because of the uniqueness of physical bodies and personalities among people, speakers usually have distinct voice characteristics. ASR speaker models can be divided into two classes depending on how they handle these differences; speaker dependent and speaker independent models. [52].

- Speaker Dependent Models - speaker dependent systems depend on knowledge of a specific speaker’s voice characteristics. This kind of system must usually be trained for a specific user before it can recognize the speech of the user. Although these systems are easy to develop and achieve high accuracy, they are not used widely because they are usually not as flexible as speaker adaptive or speaker independent systems.
- Speaker Independent Models - speaker independent systems do not require knowledge of specific speakers, and can recognize speech from practically any people speaking a given language. Apple’s Siri assistant is an example of a system using a speaker independent model. Compared with speaker dependent systems, these systems are more flexible, however they offer less accuracy and are more difficult to develop.

Speaker dependent systems are commonly used for speech-to-text software (e.g., word processors, emails and dictation applications), while speaker independent systems are more commonly found in telephone applications (e.g., call centers). There is a third type of speaker model called a speaker adaptive model. These systems are developed to adapt its operation to the characteristics of new speakers. Implementing speaker adaptive systems is more complex than speaker dependent systems, but easier than the use of speaker independent models.

3. Types of Vocabulary: Another distinguishing factor of ASR systems is the size of the vocabulary they are able to recognize. The size of vocabulary affects the complexity, performance and the accuracy of the system [52]. In the literature, these vocabularies are usually classified into five classes as follows:

- Small vocabulary - tens of words
- Medium vocabulary - hundreds of words
- Large vocabulary - thousands of words
- Very-large vocabulary - tens of thousands of words
- Unlimited vocabulary - the system is able to suggest recognized words based on the phonems even when the word is not found in the (very large) vocabulary.

Generally, the smaller the vocabulary the easier it is to implement the ASR system.

C. Performance of Speech Recognition Systems

Accuracy and speed are the two most common metrics for measuring speech recognition system performance. Word Error Rate (WER) is usually used for measuring accuracy,
whereas speed is usually rated with Real Time Factor (RTF) [52]. WER can be computed by using (2):

$$WER = \frac{S + D + I}{N}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2)

Where S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of deletions, I is the number of insertions and N is the number of words in the reference.

If the input of duration I requires time P to process, RTF can be computed by using (3):

$$RTF = \frac{P}{I}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (3)

Other measures of performance include Concept Error Rate (CER), Single Word Error Rate (SWER) and Command Success Rate (CSR).

D. History of Automatic Speech Recognition

The history of ASR started in 1952 with an isolated digit recognition system for a single speaker. It was built by Davis, Biddulph, and Balashek of Bell Laboratories [11]. Over the last 60 years, technology development has led to a dramatic improvement of speech recognition systems. Juang and Rabiner [39] describes the development during the first four decades:

- 1960’s - speech recognition systems were able to recognize small vocabularies (10 - 100 words) of isolated words with the help of filter-bank analyses and simple time normalization methods.
- 1970’s - by using simple template-based, pattern recognition methods, researchers were able to build connected words, speaker independent speech recognition systems which can recognize medium vocabularies (100 - 1000 words).
- 1980’s - large vocabulary (1000 - unlimited number of words) further advances in speech recognition problem was addressed using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and stochastic language models.
- 1990’s - with the helps of stochastic language understanding, statistical learning of acoustic and language models, and finite state transducer framework (and the FSM Library), researchers were able to build large vocabulary systems for continuous speech recognition and understanding.

In beginning of the new millennium, speech recognition systems were expanded to recognize very large vocabularies [51], [52]. Although artificial neural networks has been explored since the 1980’s, they have so far not been able to compete with the Gaussian Mixture Model/Hidden Markov Model (GMM-HMM) approaches, which continues to be the dominating approach [13]. Nowadays, the introduction of deep learning [14], [32] and hybrid approaches [29], [67], [68] has overcome most of these difficulties and significantly increased the recognition rate of ASR systems.

IV. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATC)

A. Introduction to Air Traffic Control

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, Air Traffic Control (ATC) is “the ground-based personnel and equipment concerned with controlling and monitoring air traffic within a particular area” [60]. The main purpose of ATC systems is to prevent collisions, provide safety, organize aircraft operating in the system and expedite air traffic [18]. With the steady increase in air traffic, ATC has become more and more important. This increase has also resulted in more complex procedures, regulations and technical systems [54]. Thus, air traffic control systems have to be continuously improved to meet the evolving demands in air traffic.

In ATC, air traffic controller (ATCO) have an incredibly large responsibility for maintaining the safe, orderly and expeditious conduct of air traffic. Given the important roles of air traffic control and air traffic controllers, there is an ongoing need to strengthen training and testing of the operators. Further, being able to simulate the working environment of controllers enables increased safety through the use of support systems that can assist controllers and improve procedures, and by analyzing controller-pilot communications. In the past few years, the advances in technology and performance of ASR systems has offered many promising ways to deal with these needs.

B. Applications of ASR in ATC

Because voice communication plays a critical role in ATC, many researchers have been interested in using automatic speech recognition technology for various applications in ATC operations as well as for simulation environments [41].

1. Air Traffic Control Simulation and Training: Air traffic control simulation provides facilities for testing and evaluation of new systems and concepts, and training of traffic controller students to handle realistic scenarios. Current air traffic control simulation typically requires “pseudo-pilots” who will act as real pilots in the simulation of controller-pilot communications with air traffic controller students. The use of “pseudo-pilots” make air traffic control simulators less flexible and comes at a relatively high cost.

By introducing speech technologies in ATC simulation and training the “pseudo pilots” can be replaced with so-called “automated pilots”. The “automated pilot” will understand and process air traffic controllers’ speech using a speech recognition module and generate responses that is sent back to the controllers using a speech synthesis module. The use of “automated pilot” instead of “pseudo-pilot” can dramatically reduce the cost of ATC systems and make the systems more flexible [61].
2. Air Traffic Controllers Workload Measurement and Balancing: In ATC systems, air traffic controller workload is the key factor that limits the capacity of the whole system. With the increase in air traffic, measuring and balancing air traffic controller workload becomes important.

However, measuring controller workload is currently not an easy task because workload is difficult to measure directly. It is a costly process that requires manual observation and analysis of spoken communication. With the help of ASR systems, detecting spoken control events that the controller has to perform becomes easier, thus facilitating more direct measurements of controller workload. The detected events can be used for automated controller workload balancing [9], [10].

3. Controller-pilot Speech Analysis and Transcription: With the help of ASR systems in transcribing controller-pilot communications, it is possible to analyze large quantities of voice data for ATC research and analysis [41]. This analysis can be used for investigating and improving procedures and regulations, detecting air traffic controllers’ events for workload measurement and balancing of controller workloads.

4. Backup Controller: An ASR system combined with other information sources in the ATC context (e.g., radar information, minimum safe altitudes, restricted zones, and weather information) could be used as input for a system called a “backup controller” to catch potentially dangerous situations that might be missed by the controller. It can also provide suggestions and safety information to the controllers in real time [41], [65].

C. Criteria for Selecting ASR Systems for ATC

Applying automatic speech recognition in the ATC domain comes with many challenges and opportunities because of the unique characteristics of communication between controllers and pilots, such as small vocabulary sizes, high accuracy requirements, close to real time demands, and standardized formats for communication [41]. Based on these characteristics, studies has suggested that an ASR system that is suitable for ATC should be a speaker independent system which can recognize medium sized vocabularies and continuous speech [54], [65].

1. Speaker Dependence: Although Air Traffic Control Command Recognition (ATCCR) applications require only one controller at the same time, there are situations where multiple controllers are required in the operational environment.

   Additionally, in the context of simulation and training, the system has to be able to recognize many air traffic controller students without the requirement to retrain or reconfigure the system. Thus, speaker independent systems are best suited for these applications, despite the reduced recognition accuracy of such systems [37], [65].

2. Continuous Speech Recognition: Although isolated words and connected words recognition systems usually have higher accuracy than continuous speech recognition systems, they are not well suited in the context of ATC. This is because they require the controllers to pause between each word when giving commands. Isolated words and connected words recognition systems will therefore cause delay in pilot-controller communication. A continuous speech recognition system, which permits the controller to speak in a natural way without pauses [54], is the system of choice when applying ASR in ATC [37].

3. Vocabulary Size: In the ATC domain, vocabularies used in communication between controllers and pilots follows International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Standard Phraseology. The entire vocabulary of words (excluding names of specific places and call signs) is only about a few hundred words [65][37][17]. Thus, a medium sized vocabulary speech recognition system is adequate in the context of air traffic control.

4. Performance: In ATC, it is not important that ASR systems can recognize every single word, but it is important that the conveyed concepts are correctly detected. For example, the ASR system is not required to recognize all of the words in the following sentence: “Good morning Lufthansa one zero one descend level one two three”, however it has to be able to extract the concept “DLH101 DESCEND FL 123”.

The Concept Error Rate (CER) metric is used to measure the systems ability to extract the concepts from speech [30]. The CER of an ASR system which can be applied in ATC should not exceed those of pilots or pseudo pilots, which is 0.73% [54]. In addition, the system should be able to recognize and understand the concepts in real time without causing delays in communication between controllers and pilots or pseudo pilots.

D. State-of-the-art of ASR suitable for use in ATC

Based on the previously mentioned criteria for selecting ASR system for the ATC domain, the number of suitable systems is limited. In this section, we highlight progress made so far for ASR systems that match these criteria. Although some of the systems were not developed for ATC or the English language, the approaches and technologies of the systems are still applicable to the ATC domain. The research presented in this section are grouped into three: The Hidden Markov Model approach, hybrid approaches and other approaches.

1. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM): In ASR, HMM has been the dominant approach over the last two decades. Although the method has it’s own weaknesses, it is still popular because it can be trained automatically, it is simple and computationally feasible.

   In 1994, Daniel Jurafsky et al. used HMM combined with a Viterbi decoder, a bigram language model and a phonetic likelihood estimator to develop the Berkeley Restaurant Project (BeRP), which is a medium-vocabulary, speaker-independent, spontaneous continuous speech recognition system which functions as a knowledge consultant [40]. The recognition error rate and understanding error rate were quite high at 32.1% and 34% respectively.

   Three years later, Jones et al. developed a continuous speech recognition system using syllable-based HMMs [38]. The authors concluded that the introduction of syllable-level bigram probabilities, word- and syllable-level insertion
penalties, and the investigation of different model topologies can improve the recognizer performance. Compared with 35% of the baseline accuracy for monophone recognition, the proposed system achieved over 60% recognition accuracy.

Recognition of non-English languages have also been investigated by many ASR researchers, including Arabic, Tamil, Estonian, Amharic and Malayalam.

An acoustic training system for building acoustic models for a medium vocabulary speaker independent continuous speech recognition system for the Arabic language was developed by Nofal et al. [47]. Cross-word triphones HMMs were used for acoustic modeling, and the models were trained using maximum likelihood estimation. The best word error rate was 0.19%.

A continuous speech recognition system for the Tamil language using a monophone-based HMM was developed by Radha et al. in 2012 [53]. The system used Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) for feature extraction. The results were relatively good, with the system yielding 92% word recognition accuracy and 81% sentence accuracy.

Thangarajan et al. built a small vocabulary word based and a medium vocabulary triphone based continuous speech recognizers for the Tamil language using HMM based word and triphone acoustic models [62]. 92.06% and 70.08% accuracy were achieved with new speakers on test sentences for the word-model and triphone-model respectively.

Thangarajan et al. used syllable modeling for developing a continuous speech recognition system for the Tamil language [63]. A small vocabulary context independent word model and medium vocabulary context dependent phone model were developed. The models were trained using SphinxTrain, a HMM-based acoustic model trainer from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) [58]. The Word Error Rate of the proposed system was 10.63%.

A limited-vocabulary Estonian continuous speech recognition system using HMM was proposed by Alumäe et al [2]. Clustered triphones with multiple Gaussian mixture components were used to model words. The recognizer yielded 82.9% accuracy with a medium-sized vocabulary. If the real-time requirement was discarded, the correctness increased to 90.6%.

Although HMM has been the dominant technique for acoustic modeling in speech recognition for over two decades, it has two main weaknesses: it discards information about time dependencies, which creates problems for recognizing speech with varying speeds, and is prone to overgeneralization. De Wachter et. al (2007) [12] attempted to overcome these problems by relying on straightforward template matching. The authors extended the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) framework with a flexible subword unit mechanism and a class sensitive distance measure. This resulted in an error rate reduction of 17% compared to the HMM results.

Gebremedhin et al. (2013) built a syllable based, medium vocabulary size, continuous Amharic speech recognition for weather forecast and business report applications based on HMM [27]. To do this, they introduced a new approach for reducing the number of acoustic models that are required to build a syllable based Amharic ASR by combining similarly pronounced syllables. Finite state transducers were also explored to specify the grammar rules. The recognition accuracy of 93.6% was achieved on a 4000 words test set.

Kurian and Balakrahnman developed a continuous speech recognition system for the Malayalam language using PLP (Perceptual Linear Predictive) Cepstral Coefficient [42]. The developed system was evaluated with different number of states of HMM, Gaussian mixtures, and tied states. The word recognition accuracy and sentence recognition accuracy were 89% and 83% respectively.

Edward C. Lin implemented a 1000-word vocabulary, speaker independent, continuous live-mode speech recognizer in a single FPGA (A field-programmable gate array) [44]. A 4-state HMM is used to represent triphones in the implemented system. Although the implementation is extraordinarily small, it can still achieve almost the same accuracy as the state-of-the-art software recognizer at 10.9% Word Error Rate.

In order to address the problem of automatic speech recognition in the presence of interfering noise, Gales et al. developed a robust continuous speech recognition system for the Arabic language was developed [34]. The model used in the system is a standard HMM with Gaussian output probability distributions.

Novotný et al. developed a speech command recognition system using hidden Markov models of context dependent phones (triphones) and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients analysis of speech (MFCC) [48].

Although HMM-based ASR systems have not achieved the required accuracy in the ATC domain (0.73% CER), the steady improvement in term of accuracy and performance makes HMM-based ASR systems potential candidates for use in ATC. Approaches facilitated by the characteristics of the ATC domain can be applied to improve the accuracy of the systems in order to achieve the required results.

2. Hybrid Approaches: Although HMM is the dominant method for speech recognition over the last two decades, it still has it’s weaknesses. Many research initiatives have been conducted to overcome those weaknesses, for instance by proposing hybrid approaches. Combining HMM and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a new research area that has received focus from many researchers. A survey of hybrid ANN/HMM models for automatic speech recognition was conducted by Edmondo Trentin et al. [64].

Hussien Seid et al. developed an Amharic speaker independent continuous speech recognizer based on an HMM/ANN hybrid approach [56]. With the help of the CSLU Toolkit [33], the model was constructed at a sub-word level using context dependent phonemes. This resulted in the achievement of 74.28% word and 39.70% sentence recognition.

Shantanu Chakrabartty et al (2000) proposed a hybrid Support Vector Machine (SVM), Hidden Markov Model approach for continuous speech recognition [6]. The architecture of the proposed system is based on the MAP (maximum a posteriori) framework [25].

Wroniszewska et al developed a voice command recognition system based on the combination of genetic algorithms (GAs) and K-nearest neighbor classifier (KNN). 94.2% recognition
rate was achieved [67].

The ability to overcome the existing weaknesses of HMM and the improvement in terms of accuracy and performance with hybrid speech recognition systems makes this a good candidate for applications in environments like ATC.

3. Other Approaches: Although it has been proven that Support Vector Machines (SVM) have problems which make them difficult to apply to speech recognition, Padrell-Sendra et al. proposed a pure SVM-based continuous speech recognizer, using the SVM to make decisions at frame level, and a Token Passing algorithm to obtain the chain of recognized words [49]. The proposed system achieved a better recognition rate than traditional HMM-based systems (96.96% vs 96.47%).

Pellem et al. proposed fast likelihood computation techniques in nearest-neighbor based search for continuous speech recognition systems [50]. The authors concluded that the combination of the two techniques with partial distance elimination (PDE) reduced the computational complexity for likelihood computation by 29.8% over straightforward likelihood computation.

Leung et al. proposed a neural fuzzy network and genetic algorithm approach for Cantonese speech command recognition [43]. Beritelli et al. (2006) proposed a noise robust, low-complexity algorithm for voice command recognition using Vector Quantization-Weighted Hit Rate (VQWHR) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). The authors concluded that the proposed algorithm was robust to various types of background noise [4].

Although HMM and hybrid approaches have been used very widely for speech recognition, they are still facing challenges like computational complexity and background noise. Approaches such as Support Vector Machines or combinations of Vector Quantization-Weighted Hit Rate (VQWHR) and Dynamic Time Warping can deal with those challenges to some degree, and is still being explored by many researchers.

The following discussion is based on the state-of-the-art of ASR presented in section III and the specifics of the ATC context presented in section IV.

V. DISCUSSION

The discussion is divided in two. First, we identify challenges of applying automatic speech recognition (ASR) in the ATC domain, and second we suggest possible approaches which can be used to address the challenges and improve the recognition rate of ASR systems in general.

A. Challenges of ASR in ATC

There are five major challenges to overcome in order to successfully apply ASR in ATC. While some challenges are unique to the ATC domain, such as call sign detection and the use of non-standard phraseology, others are general challenges of ASR systems such as poor input signal quality, the problem of ambiguity, and the use of dialects, accents and multiple languages. The latter challenges becomes even more pronounced when ASR is introduced to a high-risk domain such as ATC.

1. Call Sign Detection: Because of the variety of ways to refer to the same flight call sign and the use of airline aliases (e.g., “Speedbird” for British Airways Plc (United Kingdom), “Norstar” for Norwegian Long Haul (Norway), “Pacific” for Jetstar Pacific Airlines (Vietnam)), call sign detection is an extremely challenging task of ASR in ATC domain. It especially increases the CER (Concept Error Rate), but also affects WER (Word Error Rate) because of the requirement to identify all airline aliases, and then train the system for these alternative names.

2. Poor Input Signal Quality: The input signal quality can be affected by both technological and human factors. While technological problems such as background noise in cockpits and communication via radio links physically reduce the quality of input signal, human related problems such as spontaneous speed, high speed and/or slurred speech increase ambiguity in the ASR process. Both factors lead to increased misrecognition rates. The above-mentioned technical problems can to a certain degree be resolved by using noise canceling microphones and high quality radio links. However, solving human related problems would be very challenging because it is not likely that we can force controllers and pilots to significantly change the way they speak in order to adapt to ASR systems.

3. The Problem of Ambiguity: In the ATC domain, the problem of ambiguity (e.g., the number two-four-five can refer to a speed, heading or flight level) and references to confusable entities such as call signs or flight levels is one of the main factors which contribute to the reduction in the speech recognition rate of ASR systems [41], especially with regards to CER.

4. The Use of Non-Standard Phraseology: The use of non-standard phraseology leads to errors in controller-pilot radio messages. Studies have shown that about 80% of all pilot radio messages contain at least one error [26]. In addition, only a small number (less than 30%) of the examined utterances fully conform to the ICAO recommended phraseology [31]. This starting point adds to the difficulty of introduction of ASR in ATC.

5. Dialects, Accents and Multiple Languages: Because Air Traffic Control services are global services, ASR systems must be able to recognize foreign accents, different dialects and commands with a combination of multiple languages. For example, German controllers may say “Guten morgen Lufthansa one two three descend level one two zero”, where “Guten morgen” is good morning in German.

B. Approaches that can be used to improve the accuracy of ASR in ATC

Although the ATC context poses many challenges to ASR systems, it also offers many distinct opportunities such as the use of context knowledge, the structured format of controller-pilot communications, and small vocabulary sizes. The use of post-processing approaches to reduce the uncertainties and ambiguities which resulted from the speech recognition process in order to improve recognition accuracy is a very well-known approach in ASR. There are three main
post-processing approaches that are well suited for the ATC domain; syntactic analysis, semantic analysis and pragmatic analysis.

1. Syntactic Analysis: Syntactic analysis is the process of representing the language domain of the speech recognition system by a grammar, and then parsing inputs to eliminate invalid words or sentences [46]. Finite State Networks, Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs) and heuristics are the three methods that can be used to implement syntax in ASR [37].

In the ATC domain, syntactic analysis can be performed with the help of grammar files, which is made easier because of the structured format of controller-pilot communications and the predefined vocabularies. These grammar files define structure of sentences used in the operation. By using these grammar files, improved recognition can be achieved by focusing on the words likely to be spoken next in a sentence.

The ASR system use the grammar files to compile lexical trees which will be used recognize a statement by parsing the tree. For example, the simplest form of an ATC command consists of a call sign (e.g., SpeedBird, Norstar) followed by a goal action (e.g., descent, heading, fly direct) and a goal value (e.g., FL 90, 260 (degrees)) [17]. After a call sign is detected, the speech recognition system should expect to find a goal action. Thus, words which are not goal actions (e.g., “Ahs”, “Um’s”) can be eliminated through the syntactic analysis.

The ability to eliminate invalid words and sentences of syntax analysis offers great potential to address the poor quality input signal challenge. In addition, syntax analysis can be used to deal with the problem of ambiguity.

With the help of the list of known ATC vocabularies, syntax analysis is able to correct misrecognized words, for example due to the problem of ambiguity, by replacing them with valid words with similar pronunciation.

2. Semantic Analysis: Semantic analysis is the process of testing the meaningfulness of sentences recognized by a speech recognition system. The method has been used to improve speech recognition performance by many researchers [8], [16], [69]. In the ATC domain, semantic analysis can be performed with the help of grammar files. Semantic knowledge is static, so it can be obtained and implemented into the syntax.

One possible method of using context knowledge is N-best list. The speech recognizer first analyzes the input signal and transforms it into a N-best list, and the list is then reduced by eliminating word sequences that parse syntactically, but are not actually meaningful [30] [37].

Because semantic analysis have the ability to eliminate words and sentences which are not meaningful even when they are parsed syntactically, it can be used to assist syntax analysis in dealing with the problem of ambiguity, poor input signal quality, and even the use of non-standard phraseology.

3. Pragmatic Analysis: Pragmatic analysis is the process of predicting likely future words based on the previously recognized words and the state of the system [37] [59].

A few methods exist that can be used to perform pragmatic analysis in the ATC domain with the help of context knowledge. One example is work by Schaefer, who developed a context-sensitive speech recognition system for air traffic control simulation using a cognitive model of the ATC controller. The model can continuously observe the present situation and generate a prediction of sentences the controller is most likely to say next [54].

Further, by using a so-called “Dialog Model” combined with context knowledge, the ASR system is able to predict the form and content of the next utterance from the previously recognized utterances [66]. The dialog models allow the system to consider only a subset of the application’s full grammar and vocabulary, so both performance and accuracy of the ASR system can be improved.

In addition, radar information and flight plans could be used to reduce the list of likely aircraft call signs that a controller may refer to in a sector to only those in the sector or about to enter the sector [41]. With the ability to reduce the list of likely aircraft call signs, pragmatic analysis can be used to mitigate the challenge in call sign detection.

Finally, knowledge based rules, Finite State Networks, and knowledge state databases can also be used to implement pragmatic analysis in the ATC domain.

4. Other Approaches: Although, the three suggested post-processing approaches cannot address all the ATC challenges completely, they offer great potential to improve the recognition rate of ASR systems in the ATC domain.

Issues related to the use of dialects, accents, and multiple languages remain difficult to address. One possible way forward is to use detector modules for identifying which dialects, accents and languages which are spoken. This approach has been demonstrated by Fernandez et al. [19], who devised an ATC speech understanding system which can understand both English and Spanish. They achieved this by using a language detection module, which is capable of detecting the languages spoken by air traffic controllers.

Detecting dialects and accents for tuning of a speech recognition system has been investigated by other researchers (see for example [3] and [5]).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a thorough review of the Automatic Speech Recognition literature, including a look at the research history, and a presentation of the state-of-the-art of ASR approaches.

Further, we have presented possible applications of ASR in air traffic control, and identified central criteria for ASR approaches applicable to the ATC domain.

Following a detailed review of current ASR research approaches, we identified existing challenges applications of ASR in ATC, and discussed possible solutions to these challenges.

Because of the operation critical nature of systems in the ATC domain, there are still challenges that remain before ASR systems can be applied fully both in training, testing and ATC operations. However, as we have pointed out in this paper, research is steadily providing better results, both in terms of accuracy and speed.

Combining state-of-the art ASR approaches with contextual information to include syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
analysis in the recognition process, and the identification of dialects, accents and languages holds great promise for the application of automatic speech recognition in the air traffic control domain.
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